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This deliverable was initially due by June 2017.
However, the setup of communication and public engagement tools for ULPEC took more time than we had hoped.
Internal policies to the University of Bordeaux, as for any French public administration, require to place public bids
for the purchase of external service.
In this context, we had to interview a certain number of communication and graphic agencies in order to choose and
demonstrate the pick of the best quality of service at the best price.
This procedure sensibly delayed the start of the website and style chart design, resulting in their production to be
carried out between mid-May and mid-July 2017. The website design and content needed also an approval from the
consortium, which required additional time for exchange.

The 7.2 – Project Online Presence deliverable is to be read in relation with the deliverable 7.1 - First ULPEC
dissemination and public engagement strategy paper, as the set up of a website belongs to the project’s
dissemination and engagement strategy.
This document intends to describe the project’s online presence, in relation to the ambition and engagements listed
in the dissemination activities and strategy for the ULPEC project.
This document settles down the tools designed for the project’s communication and visbility strategy.
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:
The online presence of the ULPEC project participates to its dissemination and communication.

ULPEC is aiming to have an international impact. An efficient online presence is therefore absolutely necessary to
showcase the project’s ambition and activity. It is crucial to let various types of audiences worldwide discover today’s
challenges and to win their adhesion.
By promoting the quality of our partnership and of our joined efforts on the one hand, we hope to raise interest,
from several stakeholders: the scientific community, and, to a further extent, a wide audience of science amateurs.
On the other hand, we hope to attract the industry, potential investors and potential end-users, by pushing the
visibility of our project’s results, giving them an insight of the technology we develop in the context of the project.
Doing so, we stay coherent with our general project implementation strategy, which ties closely together the
dissemination, the communication and the exploitation activities. Indeed, the evolution of our collaboration may rely
both on our internal activity to exploit our results and on external additional partnerships or collaborations. Likewise,
exploitation of an emerging key-enabling technology1 (KET) has to be intertwined with a policy-making activity. Both
of them are to start by year 2, and reaching their maximal intensity by year 3 to 4.
It is therefore necessary to have first-hand the proper online tools to present and promote the project, when
establishing our first contacts.

As we already evoked in the deliverable 7.1 – Dissemination and public engagement strategy, ULPEC’s
communication strategy aims to be in line with the AIDA concept. Emerging in the 1980s, this concept is to guide our
project towards efficient activity.
AIDA stands for Awareness – Interest – Desire – Action.
Concretely, we will make our best efforts to draw attention of the public through attractive visual and textual content.
We foster interest by showcasing our ambition and challenges.
We appeal to the public by sharing insights on the project life and quality content issued on the course of the project.
We initiate interaction with various stakeholders through several dissemination channels and activities, in respect
for the appropriate strategy we had defined in our dissemination plan.
We hope that regular updates, interaction and exchange will participate to enrich our activities as well.
1

Definition of Key-Enabling Technologies, as published on the European Commission’s website :
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/industry/key-enabling-technologies/description_en
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Fig.1 – The AIDA approach and appropriate action to be taken in the context of ULPEC.
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As we already explained in the deliverable 7.1 – Engagement strategy,
(http://www.ulpecproject.eu) is its major instrument towards international visibility.

ULPEC’s

website

It aims to present the context and objectives of the project, its contributors, inform about the project activity,
publications and dissemination activities, public deliverables and events organised by the consortium.
In this section, we will describe the layout and content of ULPEC’s website, and provide the reader with an insight as
to its purpose.

The homepage of ULPEC’s website is designed to provide the visitor with general information on the project and links
to ULPEC’s social media.
ULPEC’s website design was developed and implemented to be responsive, in order to display an adaptive layout to
visitors browsing the website through various types of devices (laptop, tablet or smartphone).
More generally, the website will be managed and updated continuously throughout the project. The structure of the
site allows new pages to be easily added, or have the website content easily renamed or removed. The website is
maintained by ULPEC’s coordinator, with the help of the consortium partners.
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This section provides the reader with information on the ambition of the project and discloses information from the
project’s publishable summary in Annex 1.

The website’s footer displays logos which represent the project (the ULPEC logo, partners’ logos) and the European
Commission’s credits and emblem, in accordance with Art. 27.4 GA.
It also discloses a link to subscribe to ULPEC’s newsletter (more details in the Communications channel section).
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In relation to the homepage, links to three additional pages have been added to the footer, to redirect the visitor to
a contact form, a legal note and a privacy statement, where information on the research ethic of the project is
provided.
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This section provides the reader with information on the consortium and governance boards participating to the
ULPEC project.
By clicking on each logo, a window appears to provide the reader with information related to each partner.
Beyond an institutional presentation, it explains each partner’s input to the project in terms of expertise and
infrastructure.
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This section introduces ULPEC’s ethics advisor, Mr. Jean-Gabriel Ganascia. It presents his missions as defined in the
context of the project, his biography with links to his CV and publications.
Although an external member of the consortium, Mr. Ganascia’s contribution is key to implement the project in the
most qualitative way, as well as to guarantee that the research carried out within the ULPEC project is in line with
ULPEC’s ethics engagements.

This section provides the reader with information on the Innovation Team’s missions for the protection and transfer
of ULPEC’s technology.
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This section discloses all the news related to the project: events, publications, meetings, etc.
News are related to two other categories of information displayed on the website: the timeline and the publications.

The timeline helps the reader have an overview of the project’s activity (past - present - upcoming). By clicking on
each news, the reader has a summary of its content, which can be opened in full for further information.
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Upon publishing new content in this section, a link will be automatically displayed on the project’s social channels
through Buffer2. A focus on this tool is made is the Communication channels section.

Registration is available by clicking on the news related to the event, which will redirect to the Eventbrite3 platform.
By doing so, we hope to facilitate registration to events and to give greater visibility to our incentives, as Eventbrite
is a large platform. The choice of using this platform was based on previous observations, as we noticed that
registration to large events organised by the DG CNECT and large local events and institutions related to science
were also made through this channel.

2
3

https://buffer.com
https://www.eventbrite.fr/
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Publications, deliverables, press releases and other content (fact-sheet, posters), which will be drafted in the context
of the ULPEC project will be accessible from the project website (public dissemination level only).
Access to the project’s publications is available from the homepage, the timeline and the specific publication tab in
the navigation bar.

In addition to the website and blogs designed to promote visibility and public engagement for ULPEC, several social
media have been launched.

A Twitter account (@ULPEC_H2020)4, which shall give the public a glimpse of ULPEC’s current activity, namely when
publishing articles, giving interviews, organising or participating to events, conferences.
Twitter is nowadays the major communication channel for scientists, as it enables the public to have insights on their
day-to-day research work. The public can catch a glimpse of the work being carried out, of researchers contributing
to their communities’ events and of research results. It is now common to see researchers live-tweeting their
impressions or event quoting the speakers during conferences. Twitter is therefore the perfect tool to engage with
the public and foster interest in ULPEC’s research, challenges and results.
4

https://twitter.com/ULPEC_H2020
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Twitter provides a series of analytics, which will prove useful to help foster and follow public engagement towards
the project. A specific analytics dashboard is available for Twitter users, such as in the following pictures:
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A LinkedIn account (@ULPEC_H2020) 5 was set up, aiming to promote the project’s activities in relation with
professional networks, policy-makers, end-users.

LinkedIn aims to give the project a professional network through internationally-known professional social media.
On the one hand, it may help the public (namely potential investors and end-users) identify the contributors to the
project, learn from their background and start to get in touch.
On the other hand, we aim to use this channel to announce opening positions in the context of the project.
It is now indeed quite usual to use LinkedIn as a recruitment platform, on the top of more traditional media, such as
the “careers” section of an institutional website, employment agencies websites or job search engines such as
Monster6 or Indeed7.

5

https://www.linkedin.com/company-beta/11085051/
http://www.monster.com
7
http://www.indeed.com
6
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A Google+ account and community (@ULPEC_H2020)8 was launched, namely to foster exchange with the large base
of Artificial Intelligence researchers and followers on the platform;

Buffer is a web application helping community management by displaying one single content on a series of social
media channels.
The choice of Buffer was to manage all social media developed in the context of ULPEC (Twitter, LinkedIn, Google+)
at one time, thus centralizing the communication process and saving time. Additional social media can be added and
managed though Buffer, if the need to develop new channels was to be taken into consideration (Facebook,
Instagram, Pinterest are also compatible with Buffer).
Buffer’s simple interface was also picked in order to facilitate communication management for any partner in ULPEC
wishing to assist the coordinator.
In addition to user-friendly features, Buffer has the advantage to allow the community manager / communication
officer to draft posts in advance and to schedule their publication to the date and hour of his/her choice.
Posts are archived on the tool and may be re-posted upon demand.
The activity in response to each post is recorded and featured in a specific section for analytics.

8

https://plus.google.com/communities/111596475847356765242
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The newsletter aims to give readers an insight of the team’s activity, and shall namely feature portraits of the team
and of experts, special contributors to ULPEC. It will be updated every 3 months to give regular feedback on the
project’s activity.
ULPEC’s newsletter will publish information about:
- the team’s achievements,
- the team’s success stories
- the team’s publications,
- feedback from conferences, which involved or were organised by the ULPEC team,
- announcements of upcoming events, in addition to their disclosure on the website and social media.
The content of the newsletter will be edited by the University of Bordeaux, in close collaboration with the
communication services of each partner within the consortium.
A mailing list will be created to allow ULPEC’s followers to subscribe to the newsletter through MailChimp.

MailChimp is a well-known tool designed to help community managers and communication officers in building
tailored newsletters. By using MailChimp, we aim to facilitate communication and give an appealing style to our
newsletter’s content.
The user designs his/her own series of templates, in accordance with the content he/she wishes to disclose.
Once a template designed and updated with the featured content, the user launches a campaign, selecting one or
several persons from one or several groups within the mailing list.
The other advantage of this tool, on the top of its easy-to-access features, is that it also provides the communications’
manager with a series of analytics related to the consultation of the newsletter. Examples are disclosed below:
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